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I am very concerned about what is happening to our money and our future. Why?
I was the Mintmaster at the Royal Hawaiian Mint for 25 years and have devoted
my life work to the study of money, why it is valuable, and how we use it to fulfill
our dreams. Like you, I am paying a lot higher gas prices, but I am also saving a
lot of money because of a simple change I have made to my money.
While I was the Mintmaster in Hawaii I harbored a secret project. For over 23
years I worked on developing a value backed paper currency to complement the
Mint's commemorative coin business. Not satisfied with just copying the paper
money from the Kingdom of Hawaii of the 1800's, I wanted to create a totally new
free market currency that met the demands of the current free market in precious
metals and would represent real gold and silver stored in an independent
warehouse. I called my secret project the "Hawaiian Sovereign Currency". Oh, it
was beautiful with the Statue of Kamehamaha and all the flora of Hawaii. Then
one night, while I was working at the Waikiki Branch Mint, an elderly gentleman
stopped by. He turned out to be one of our collectors and a paper money
collector to boot. So I decided to share my secret with him and use him as a
focus group of one. Oh, he loved the Hawaiian currency idea. So I shared a bit
more of my plan. He was enthused and asked for more details. Well over a twohour period, I shared the whole plan with my new-found friend.
He loved my idea so much that he wanted to order some of the new currency
immediately, even though I told him that it had not been produced yet. Then he
stopped and appeared to fall into a deep thought and out of the blue he asked
me if I knew about the Federal Reserve and that the US dollar is not backed by
anything but debt!? Well, I confirmed that I had studied all the monetary systems
and that, yes, it was just a matter dl time before the US dollar would fail as every
other "fiat" system had. The-old man was noticeably pleased to hear that and
immediately suggested that I take my new free market currency to the mainland!
He said our country needed it; that hard times were coming and the people need
a way to protect their money. Leave Hawaii!? What heresy I thought! But with the

children gone to college on the mainland and my 25th anniversary approaching, I
decided to retire and follow my new friend's advice.
Quickly I replaced Statue of Kamehameha with the Statue of Liberty and the
Hawaiian palm fronds with the geometric artwork that most paper money is
known for and the Liberty Dollar was born on October 1, 1998. Of course all the
disciplines of the gold and silver currency - the interlocking check and balances,
audits, and ultra high security devices that I had designed into the original
currency system - remained the same.
Now seven years later, I have created a website to show you how you can take
control of your money and the value thereof, back into your own hands and stop
being ripped off by the FED and others. Now you can stop being a victim of the
monetary powers and control your own monetary future. I am here to tell you that
we can save our country from a monetary crisis! Yes it is a big job, and that is
why I need your help because it depends on you. The best part about all this is
that we already have a proven and profitable model, plus you can make money,
do good and have a lot of fun while at the same time protecting the value of your
hard earned wealth, the future of our country and more! Did you know that you
can truly profit from doing what's right?
I am! America is and yes, you can too!
The Liberty Dollar was created to give Americans a choice and a better currency.
Since 1913, die American people have endured a rising national debt and the
loss of purchasing power from die monopolistic issue of die money by the
Federal Reserve. This monopoly has caused the dollar to sink in value, created
the Great Depression, vicious business cycle that causes jobs to be lost, asset
price bubbles, and is on the verge of causing even more damage including debt
catastrophe and even economic collapse.
We created the Liberty Dollar because we don't want to see die whole world
financial system collapse (who does?) We'd rather give people a peaceful, freemarket solution to protect themselves from the looming monetary meltdown. Now
you have a choice. We hope you will chose to protect your purchasing power and
do what is right for our great country and the world. The Liberty Dollar allows you
to earn profits in many ways. Time alone shows how Gold and Silver backed
currency is indeed inflation proof.
Now, which do you choose?; the Federal debt-taxation-military- inflation
evaporating money or the peaceful-free-market-voluntary-sound- gold and silver
backed money? It is, after all, your choice.
What do the Authorities think?
Well, the Federal Reserve, U.S. Treasury's Bureau of Engraving and Printing,
and the Secret Service have all seen and reviewed the Liberty Dollar. The

Federal Reserve has said "So be it"; U.S. Treasury BEP "Legitimate", U.S.
Secret Service "Not counterfeit".
The press says:
"Could give U.S. greenbacks a run for their money" -Huntington Beach
Independent.
"A concept almost anyone can get behind" Utne Reader,
"As good as silver" Austin American-Statesman.
Users say:
"This is a blast - the word's getting out"- B. Ibarra, Austin TX;
"Given time, it'll be as common as credit cards"- T.J., Calabassas CA;
"I simply hand them the currency as payment. 95% of the businesses accept it"C. Athanas, Austin TX;
"It's fun, and very simple'' L. Farrenkopf, Victor MT;
"I now pay far my lunch in real money" V. Callaway, Tahoma WA.
WHAT ELSE CAN WE SAY? Find out how you too can make and protect your
money by joining forces with countless Americans just like you!
!! Protect your future and your life savings now!!!
Please go to FICAA.COM and click on the Liberty Dollars found at the top of the
page!! Learn how you too can help return America to value one dollar at a time.
"When the house of cards, created by the Federal Reserve, collapses you will
either be in it - penniless and rendered poor, under it- crushed, dead or dieing or
above it - holding your wealth in Gold and Silver Backed Currency." J Plumlee
FICAA.COM
Your personal wealth and the future of this country is now truly in your own
hands. Act now! Quit feeding the Dogs of War and Deceit with your money!
We have provided American Liberty Dollar Organization with their own
Worldwide Audio broadcast.
Listen Live by going to: fkaa.com

